SEAWOLVES
Newsome High School

1 Years participating in SeaPerch
1 Times at the International SeaPerch Challenge

Our SeaPerch is unique because: (100 words MAX)
Our ROV has a slim and T-shaped design that makes it hydrodynamic and maximizes its speed as it travels in the water. This is helped by our uniquely chosen buoyancy tubes.

SeaPerch Design Overview: (100 words MAX)
Our design uses pool floaties and plastic centrifuge tubes to establish positive buoyancy in the water to help our ROV more efficiently navigate the course. We also have wax-sealed cases for our propellers to help with navigation and an innovative hook design.

Our biggest takeaway this season is: (100 words MAX)
Never giving up, we persisted through many trials and errors throughout many iterations of our design that we constantly reworked throughout the season.